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for 15 years in the field of technical manuals,
and always anxious to meet his customers' requirements,
presents his new service of



As every designer knows, there is something magic in transforming an extraordinary idea into a 
touchable and useful object, which can be hold in your hands. 

The physical prototypes allow analysing the product and interacting with it, instead of imagining 
how it could be in reality. 
Before a product is carried out, it can be touched, it can be moved in all directions and it is even 
possible to watch inside it to test and evaluate it deeply. 

from project to object

Nowadays the prototypes on request can help Companies to:
 

l reduce the design cycles

l give form to forefront ideas

l optimise the precision levels

l eliminate expensive mistakes

l optimise the co-operation among the design team, the 

sale staff, the marketing department and the management

l launch on the market higher quality products before 

the competitors

The precision of a physical model is essential to convey 
the real appearance of a finished product. The more a 
model is similar to the real object, the more it is 
convincing and attractive.

MATERIALS
We produce prototypes either with high-performance 
compound resins ensuring hardness, dimensional 
stability and excellent detail rendering or with many 
materials in reels: PLA, ABS, nylon, elastic polymers, 
polyester, laywood. 



DESIGN

Through rapid prototyping the design process can be speeded up and the 
product can be launched on the market in short times, thus giving the 
opportunity of developing a series of strategic activities.

Ÿ Conceptual models - Immediate feedback on design and ergonomy tests

Ÿ Operating test - Check of shape, performace and operation of th design 
before series production; reduction of costs due to changes during 
manufacturing

Ÿ Anaysis of the finished elements - The manufacture of prototypes allows 
the coloured finished elements to be analysed directly on the product

Ÿ Development of packages - Simplification of the design process for 
packages used for consumer goods in medical, chemical, beverage and car 
fields

USE OF COLOUR

Using colour you can:

Ÿ manufacture models with realistic colours 
without the use of paints

Ÿ evaluate the appearance and the design of 
the products

Ÿ convey the results of the Fea (Finite 
element analysis), the production staps or the 

single parts of a assembly drawing 

Ÿ print text parts, images, logos or technical labels 
on the surface of the object



MEDICINE

3D printing allows three-dimensional models to be 
manufactured at minimum costs to obtain more 

information about the cases, so that the operating 
times can be reduced and the communication 
between physician and patients can be 
improved.
A precise pre-modelling of the implant is a 
critical factor for the positive result of the 
orthopaedic and maxillofacial surgery. 
Moreover, the three-dimensional physical 

models are a very important instrument to 
improve the experience of the physician 
and the patient.

RELIEF MODELS

3D printing allows you to create plastic 
models for:

Ÿ industrial machineries, plants and 
premises
Ÿarchitectural designs
Ÿ interior design
Ÿgeographical, archaeological and 
town planning representations
Ÿcastles, areas and historical 
reconstructions
ŸTV and film set design
Ÿspeeches, degree dissertations and 
university exams

0039 0233503341

0039 0270036000

www.redimec.it
redimec@redimec.it

Via Libertà, 35
20019 Settimo Milanese (MI)
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